Introduction
Blockmodeling, as a set of empirical procedures, is based on the idea that units in a network can be grouped according to the extent to which they are equivalent, in terms of some meaningful definition of equivalence. In general, and without surprise, different definitions of equivalence usually lead to distinct partitions. Regardless of the definition of equivalence used, there are two basic approaches to the equivalence of units in a given network (compare Faust, 1988 The first type of equivalence is formalized by the notion of structural equivalence and the second by the notion of regular equivalence with the latter a generalization of the former.
As a simple example, we consider the Everett network (Borgatti and Everett, 1989) shown in Figure 1 where all ties are reciprocated. , only blocks of type 0 and type 3 are admissible. An exact structural equivalence partition,
of the Everett network is shown in Table 1 . Note that the blocks in Table 1 are either null or complete. In general, specifying a set of permitted blocks defines a blockmodel type. In this section we are discussing the structural equivalence type of blockmodel. 
Regular Equivalence
Attempts to generalize structural equivalence date back at least to Sailer (1978) and have taken various forms. Integral to all formulations is the idea that units are equivalent if they link in equivalent ways to other units that are also equivalent. Regular equivalence, as defined by White and Reitz (1983) , is one such generalization.
The 
equivalent vertices have equally colored neighbors. See Everett and Borgatti (1996) . As was the case with structural equivalence, regular equivalence implies the existence of ideal blocks. The nature of these ideal blocks follows from the following theorem (Batagelj, Doreian, and Ferligoj, 1992a) : We use the term 'regular' for these 1-covered blocks. Specifying a blockmodel in terms of only null and 1-covered blocks defines a regular equivalence type of blockmodel.
Examples of the ideal blocks for regular equivalence are: An exact regular equivalence partition,
of the Everett network is shown in Table 2 . Note that the blocks are either null or regular and that this partition has the structural equivalence partition nested within it. Every structural equivalence partition is also a regular partition. 
Ideal blocks and measures for blockmodels
In the empirical world, there are few exact partitions based on structural or regular equivalence ideas. In general, such blockmodels fit approximately. There is usually a non-zero number of inconsistencies when an empirical blockmodel is compared to a nearest exact ideal blockmodel. As an example consider the network of the Little League team shown in Figure 2 . In this figure and all other empirical networks considered in this chapter, thick lines represent reciprocated ties between pairs of actors. Thin lines with arrows represent unreciprocated ties. The only actors that are structurally equivalent are Jay, Jeff, and Sandy, and any clustering together of other actors will yield a blockmodel with inconsistencies when compared to an ideal structural equivalence blockmodel.
In broad terms, blockmodeling tools are empirical partitioning (clustering) procedures. Usually, there are few formal assessments of how well the blockmodels fit the data. In the approach taken here, we present ways of blockmodeling that incorporate measures of adequacy. The adequacy of these procedures is pursued as follows. , the optimization approach gives the solutions which differ the least from some ideal case. There can be multiple equally well fitting partitions for a well defined blockmodel type.
One of the possible ways of constructing a criterion function that directly reflects the considered equivalence is to measure the fit of a clustering to an ideal one with perfect relations (i.e. ideal blocks) within each cluster and between clusters according to the specific type of equivalence.
Given 
measures the local error -the difference (inconsistency) between the block
and the corresponding ideal block°. The function has to be compatible (Batagelj et al., 1992b) with the selected type of equivalence.
A Clustering Algorithm
In the case of the direct clustering approach, where an appropriate criterion function to capture the selected equivalence is constructed, local optimization clustering procedure (a relocation algorithm) can be used to solve the given blockmodeling problem (Batagelj et al., 1992b Usually, the neighborhood is determined by two transformations: moving a unit from one cluster to another cluster; and interchanging of two units from different clusters.
To obtain a 'good' solution and an impression of its quality we repeat the procedure with different (random) initial partitions C. If the procedure is repeated many times (i.e. some hundreds of times) all or most of partitions of selected type of equivalence (structural or regular) in a given network can be found.
A Criterion for Structural Equivalence
In the case of structural equivalence, the term
In this expression, ¶ ³´ i s the observed tie and ³´ i s the corresponding value in an ideal block. This criterion function counts the number of 1s in erstwhile null blocks and the number of 0s in otherwise null blocks. These two types of inconsistencies can be weighted differently. It is easy to verify that a criterion func-
The unique best fitting partition of the Little League network (for four positions based on structural equivalence) is shown in Table 3 . Note that the four positions define the 16 blocks in the blockmodel. The pattern of nearest ideal block types is at the bottom of Table 3 .
One product of the direct partitioning approach is a count of the inconsistencies, by block, of the partition. Corresponding to Table 3 , the distribution of inconsistencies is: and they are all inconsistent with a null block. In a similar fashion, the 7 ties among the boys in cluster There are no inconsistencies among the ties from boys in cluster 4 f ¹ . For now, we note that 12 of inconsistencies are concentrated in two of the cells. It seems reasonable that, for the model as a whole, the inconsistencies be distributed across all of the cells in roughly the same fashion (controlling for block size). Having the inconsistencies piling up in a small number of cells suggests that we take a closer look at the partition and the distribution of inconsistencies.
The Generalized Blockmodeling Approach
The logic and history of blockmodeling took the form of defining types of equivalences and then searching for partitions that were thought to be consistent with the specified equivalences. Under the, so called, indirect approach (for example in Burt, 1976; Breiger et al., 1975 ) a relational matrix is turned into a matrix of (dis)similarities and clustered. The direct approach to blockmodeling (Batagelj et al., 1992 a,b) takes advantage of the result that structural and regular equivalence each implied a (small) set of permitted blocks in an ideal blockmodel image. In this way, it was straightforward to specify a criterion function that captured the difference between an empirical blockmodel and a (or the) nearest ideal blockmodel. Doreian et al. (1994) present evidence that shows that blockmodeling partitions established with the direct approach are usually better -and are never worse -than those established with indirect methods.
The logic of generalized blockmodeling is to start with sets of permitted ideal blocks. An appropriate generalization of the equivalence idea is one where each block, of a particular partition, is free to conform to a different type. This led Batagelj (1997) and Doreian et al. (1994) to the definition of several types of connection inside and between the clusters as different types of ideal blocks. Some of them are characterized in Table 4 . 
Revisiting the Little League Network
With this set of block types in mind, reconsider the partition shown in Table 3 . We could recode the nearest ideal block types as: reg col-regular null null row-regular null row-regular null row-regular col-regular row-reg null null complete null complete and the pattern of inconsistencies becomes: Of course, we do not advocate that blockmodels obtained under one set of permitted block types then be reinterpreted with a different set of block types. We use this example as a simple way of thinking about alternative block types. Had we specified a set of permitted block types as (complete, regular, row-regular, column-regular, and null) and then fitted the (generalized) blockmodel, this partition would be reached. As another example, consider the set of permitted block types as (complete, regular, row-dominant, column-dominant, and null). This specification leads to the generalized blockmodel in Table 6 . There are no inconsistencies with the specified blockmodel. Pictorially, we have the partitioned network as shown on the left side of Figure  3 and the image network as shown on the right side of Figure 3 . This image provides an alternative (generalized) blockmodel with a different interpretation compared to the blockmodel image in Table 3 . It reveals a very clear core-periphery structure defined in terms of row dominance and column dominance. The core of the team is found in cluster 4 ¦ whose diagonal block is regular. The row domi- 
E ¹
are complete (diagonal) blocks. We note an additional feature of generalized blockmodeling: a preference for the order of permitted block types. In generating Table 6 , we gave preference to row-dominance and column dominance as block types (compared to row-regular and column-regular block types). It is possible to view the ties from Were preference given to those block types and if the same partition was returned, we could interpret these blocks as row and column regular blocks. However the 'if' in the previous sentence should be noted -the generalized blockmodel as a whole is specified prior to an analysis given that specification rather be one that is reinterpreted after some other analysis has be completed.
Pre-specified Blockmodels
In revisiting the Little League baseball team network, we began doing more than just specifying block types. In addition to specifying types, it is possible to require also that particular block types go in particular places in the blockmodel. When a (generalized or conventional) blockmodel has this additional specification, we call it a 'pre-specified blockmodel'. Our first illustration of this takes the form of a baboon grooming network. Table 7 shows a two-cluster (four blocks) partition of a baboon grooming network. A first examination of these ties provided a strong clue as to how to partition this network: males do not groom other males. This suggests that the grooming structure is centered on the females and this observation is a first step in constructing a blockmodel as a 'core-periphery' structure. We retain the idea of a core as a block where ties are sufficiently dense. One operationalization of this could be that diagonal blocks are complete. This may be too stringent if a coherent core does not require that all actors be mutually linked. However, for social cohesion in the core, enough pairs need to be in mutual ties. Another possible specification is that the core block is regular -in the sense of regular equivalence -so that each member in the core is (mutually) linked to at least one other member of the core. The baboons (males) in the periphery do not groom each other so their diagonal block is null. The males are linked to females in the core in such a way as each male is groomed by at least one female. Table 7 shows the pre-specified model implied by this argument below the empirically fitted blockmodel. The distribution of ties in Table 7 conforms exactly to the pattern of the pre-specified blockmodel. In this sense, the pre-specified blockmodel has been 'tested' and supported as an empirical hypothesis. It is possible to fit a finer grained partition (with more positions). Some of the females do not groom males and a finer grained pre-specified model takes the following form: regular col-regular or null col-regular col-regular row-regular or null regular or null col-regular col-regular row-regular or null row-regular or null null null row-regular or null row-regular or null null null
A Baboon Network as A Core-Periphery Structure
With this specification in mind, fitting a generalized blockmodel resulted in the partition shown in Table 8 .
The fitted pre-specified blockmodel has two inconsistencies in the cell corresponding to the diagonal block for
·
. In this baboon troop, the blocks corresponding to ties between 4 ¦ and 4 8
happen to be regular -but we think that this may be too strong as a general specification of core-periphery models. A more extended discussion of core-periphery models is provided in Doreian et al. (2001) .
Ranked Clusters Models of Stratified Sociometric Systems
A classical result from Harary, Norman, and Cartwright (1965) says that any directed graph factored by its strong connectivity relation gives an acyclic structure (model).
A line of research was started by Davis and Leinhardt (1972) when they formulated a 'ranked-clusters' model for stratified sociometric systems. In their formulation, there are distinct patterns in the location of mutual, asymmetric and null ties in a ranked clusters model. The mutual ties are only in cliques (as maximal complete subgraphs). These cliques are distributed across ranks so that asymmetric ties always go in one direction (usually up) and they never occur in the 3 4 10 1 6 8 11 5 7 12 2 9 5 3 . 1 1 . 1 . 1 1 1 1 . .4 1 . 1 1 1 . . 1 1 1 . .¿   10 1 1 . . 1 1 . . opposite direction. Null ties can be anywhere except within cliques. Put differently, in the pre-specified blockmodel, diagonal blocks are specified as complete, blocks above the diagonal are specified as null and only blocks below the diagonal can be non-null. Doreian et al. (2000) proposed a slightly more general blockmodel for ranked clusters systems. All that differs in their version is the specification of symmetric diagonal blocks as a way of weakening the requirement of full cliques in the diagonal blocks. Formally, the new symmetric block is specified as follows. A (diagonal 3 ) block is symmetric if
The new blockmodel type specifies symmetric blocks on the diagonal and null blocks above the diagonal. The bulk of their paper was devoted to symmetricacyclic decompositions of networks with generalized blockmodels in a complementary (but secondary) role. The acyclic requirement is captured by having null 
É blocks above the diagonal. The ranked-clusters blockmodel is defined by a distinctive pattern of the location of block types, a well defined pre-specified blockmodel. A hypothetical ranked clusters blockmodel is given in Table 9 and blocked in a way to show the ranked clusters structure. The italicized elements in the diagonal blocks are ties that are inconsistent with the symmetric diagonal block requirement. The bolded ties above the diagonal are inconsistencies with the acyclic requirement that there be no cycles linking non-diagonal blocks.
One departure with regard to blockmodeling is illustrated with the rankedclusters model as used here. We can view the two types of inconsistencies as differentially important and weight them accordingly. Inconsistencies with the strict ranking (acyclic) requirement seem more consequential and are weighted more heavily than inconsistencies with the symmetry requirement 4 . Figure 4 shows an exact ranked-clusters model taken from Doreian (2001a) . The data come from a study by French (1963) of salesmen in a competitive working environment where trust was of great importance. The relation depicted is trust ties for the first of three time points. The heavy lines depict the symmetric (mutually trusting) ties and the thin lines represent unreciprocated trust ties. The actors linked only by symmetric ties go into a set of six positions whose (diagonal) blocks are symmetric. These are shaded in Figure 4 . The overall structure can be described roughly as one with parallel ranked-clusters subsystems. One has the set symmetry. In essence, we are solving a 2-criteria clustering problem by reducing it to a single criterion problem. Figure 5 show the ranked-clusters model where:
A Trust Relation in an Organization

A Children's Network
. These clusters having more than one member are represented as circles in the image graph on the right side of Figure 5 . To keep the generalized blockmodel image simple, the self loops for these positions have not been drawn. The remaining 'clusters' are singletons and have represented as squares in Figure 5 .
We suggest that when efforts are made to characterize ranked or hierarchical sociometric systems that the use of ranked-clusters models (when they fit) as one way of characterizing the hierarchical structure. The pre-specified blockmodeling is supported by the program MODEL 2 (Batagelj, 1997).
Formalization of Blockmodeling
We finish by providing a formal statement of generalized blockmodeling that is applicable to all types of blockmodels. The point of departure is, as before, a network, N, with a set of units, , and a relation 
is a partition (clustering) of the set of units . This is shown in Figure 6 where the clusters 
It is easy to verify that the notion of compatibility for 
Criterion Functions
One of the possible ways of constructing a criterion function that directly reflects the selected type of equivalence is to measure the departure of a clustering from an ideal one with perfect relations within each cluster and between clusters according to the selected type of equivalence. Notationally, this is the same as described in Section 1.3. For details, see Batagelj (1997 
Given the specification of a generalized blockmodel and the specification of a criterion function, as written in Section 1.3, but with the richer set of connection types, the blockmodeling problem is solved using a local optimization procedure (relocation algorithm) described in Section 1.4. For a general approach to clustering relational and multivariate data, see Batagelj and Ferligoj (2000) .
Conclusion
By starting with new block types (and hence new blockmodel types) and allowing each block to have its own characterization means that the number of blockmodel types can be increased indefinitely. New block types can be defined formally (as done in Table 5 ) or can have substantive foundations (as is the case with the ranked-clusters model). Structural balance theory provides another example of a substantively based (generalized) blockmodel where an ideal blockmodel takes the form of having diagonal blocks containing only positive and null ties and offdiagonal blocks having only negative and null ties. See Doreian and Mrvar (1996) . The way is clear for using a much richer set of blocks and blockmodel types and the construction of richer social theories.
There are two broad caveats to this sweeping claim. First, the choice of ideal block types and blockmodel types must be specified on substantive grounds prior to an analysis. This specification can take a weak form where only the block types are specified or a strong form where both the block types and their locations in a generalized blockmodel are specified. In this context, we use the term 'pre-specified' (generalized) blockmodel to emphasize that in this strong specification, more is involved than selecting block types. The weak specification corresponds to an inductive (exploratory) use of generalized blockmodeling while strong specification corresponds to a deductive (confirmatory) use of generalized blockmodeling where the blockmodel is pre-specified and fitted. In this sense, the pre-specified blockmodel is viewed as an hypothesis and is tested. If there are too many inconsistencies when this blockmodel is fitted, the hypothesis is not supported in the relational data. Second, with a rich array of block types available, it is possible always to locate/fit a generalized blockmodel that fits exactly (with zero inconsistencies). When generalized blockmodels are established 'blindly' (i.e. with many block type switched on) it seems that this is an analogue to 'capitalizing on chance' in statistically fitting empirical equations. We doubt that generalized blockmodels established blindly have any substantive or practical value. We acknowledge that do not have a 'theory of errors' in fitting generalized blockmodels at this time. As a result, the boundary between generalized blockmodels that fit and those that do not fit is fuzzy. However, we argue that placing substance first goes a long way in protecting us against the risk of fitting nonsense generalized blockmodels. Establishing a procedure for fitting generalized blockmodels with a well founded theory of errors is a future task. For now our attention is on the substantive gains that become available with an expanded set of block and blockmodel types.
In general, for a given network, a set of ideal blocks is selected, a reduced model is formulated, and partitions are established by solving a clustering problem by minimizing the criterion function. The use of optimization procedures is crucial and provides considerable benefits:
i In conventional blockmodeling in inductive mode, it permits the establishment of empirical blockmodels; i Given a specific type of blockmodel, and through time data, the value of the criterion function can be tracked to measure the quality of the fit of the model through time. Structural balance theory provides an obvious example.; i When pre-specified models are used in deductive mode, optimization methods permit the testing of these models as discussed above. The pre-specified blockmodeling starts with a blockmodel specified, in terms of substance, prior to an analysis.
